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Asymptomatic presentation of giant bulla of the left apical and anterior segment of the left upper lobe of the lung with near complete atelectasis of the remaining left lung
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Abstract
Giant bullae may be found in association with emphysema. They present as pockets of entrapped air which grow as the surrounding lung retracts away. As they do not take part in gas exchange and merely occupy space, their presence leads to severe impediment of mechanical ventilation in the adjacent lung parenchyma. Patients may present with dyspnoea, exercise intolerance and a feeling of pressure in the chest. The case of a 54 year old gentleman is presented, who was found to have a giant bulla occupying his left hemithorax on a routine chest X-ray. The patient remained asymptomatic despite the large size of the bulla and was treated with surgical resection via thoracotomy i.e. Bullectomy which is the treatment of choice. If left untreated the condition can be complicated by pneumothorax, infection and a slow progression to malignant changes.
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Introduction
A giant bulla is a large pocket of air occupying at least one third of the hemithorax. These bullae arise as a result of disease processes like emphysema whereby areas of weakness develop within the lung and eventually reach a size at which they fill preferentially to the adjacent lung tissue. This is attributed to their ‘paper bag’ compliance making them easier to inflate than normal lung up to a certain volume. The bulla enlarge as the surrounding tissue retracts away by elastic recoil. The bullae do not participate in gas exchange and as they grow, this fact together with their space occupying nature increases the work of breathing with associated exercise limitation and dyspnoea. Surgical bullectomy is the treatment of choice in patients with giant bullae occupying more than half of the hemithorax. It has also been observed that patients with a preoperative FEV1 of approximately half the predicted value gain the most from bullectomy. FEV1 is also the most reliable indicator of post-operative progress. This is the case of a 54 year old asymptomatic gentleman with a giant bulla occupying almost the entire left hemithorax who underwent successful surgical bullectomy with restoration of pulmonary function.

Case Presentation:
A 54-year-old man was referred to the clinic/OPD for an abnormal finding in chest X-ray done for a routine physical checkup. His physical examination showed decreased air entry in the left lung. On evaluation with another chest X-ray, a large bulla occupying the left upper hemithorax was found. A CT Scan chest was obtained which showed a giant bulla occupying nearly the entire left hemithorax with compressive atelectasis to the left lung, with the risk of impending pneumothorax. It was decided to proceed with elective left upper lobe resection. Via left posterolateral thoracotomy, the left lung was exposed. A giant bulla was identified which was originating from

Figure: CT scan chest. Know depicting the bulla.
the apical and anterior segment of the left upper lobe. Segmental lung resection was then performed with Gastrointestinal Anastomosis (GIA) stapler. The remaining lung expanded well. Post-operative course was unremarkable.

**Discussion**

Giant bullae often occur in association with emphysema. They increase the residual volume within the lung, and the residual volume to total lung capacity ratio, therefore they worsen the mechanical disadvantage of the respiratory muscles. Symptoms include decreased exercise tolerance and dyspnoea. Resection of these bullae leads to marked improvement in pulmonary function by removing the redundant space occupying destructed emphysematous lung tissue. In general, two main factors determine the postoperative outcome of a bullectomy: i.e. the size of the bulla and the condition of the underlying lung. Patients with bullae occupying more than half of the hemithorax are good candidates for surgery. Previously, it was believed that the presence of generalized emphysema in these patients was a bad prognostic indicator for surgery, however, recent studies show that this may not be true as even small increments in breathing capacity may improve symptoms, exercise tolerance and quality of life in these patients.

Surgical management of emphysematous bullae includes a wide variety of techniques namely local excision of the bullae, intra-cavitary drainage, placation, stapler resection and lobectomy. The approach used can either be thoracotomy or video assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS). Early mortality rates from bullectomy range from 0 to 0.25%. Post-operative complications include atrial fibrillation (12%), mechanical ventilation (9%), pneumonia (5%) and prolonged air leak of more than 7 days (53%). Due to the significant morbidity and prolonged hospital stay associated with traditional surgical methods, newer less invasive techniques are now being considered. The patient was diagnosed to have a giant emphysematous bulla in the left lung on routine chest X-ray. A lobectomy via thoracotomy was opted for and pulmonary function was restored without any further complications.
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